
8 steps to protection. Disclaimer goes here. Like: MYKITA is not responsible… wash your hands, stay healthy (…) 31.03.2020

DIY Protective Face Shield: Shoelace

You will need: a cellulose sponge cloth, long 

shoelace, a sharp knife, and an A4 clear plastic 

sheet.

Thread the shoelace through the incisions as 

shown.

Wear with the soft sponge to your forehead and 

secure with the tied lace. 

Cut a strip of dish cloth about the width of two 

fingers.

The ends of the laces should come out in front of 

the plastic sheet.

Your DIY protective face shield is ready.

Place the strip along the long edge of the sheet 

as shown and make 4 evenly spaced incisions in 

both materials

Tie a knot to suit your head measurement.
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MYKITA DIY PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD: SHOELACE

Designed as a practical contribution to current health initiatives, the below instructions 
are intended to provide a temporary protective solution in the absence of certified medical 
supplies (* please refer to our full disclaimer below).
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*Disclaimer of liability: The manual for the DIY protective face shields is intended to provide temporary solutions when medical protective equipment is not available. 
The shields are designed to limit exposure of liquids touching sensitive areas in the face; they offer no protection against airborne viruses. They are not intended for 
children or persons in need of supervision and must be kept out of their hands. Clean and virus-free materials and tools must be used; the official health & safety gui-
delines by the World Health Organisation must be observed at all times. The DIY concepts are neither tested nor certified. As such, MYKITA explicitly rejects any liabi-
lity for the effectiveness, manufacture or proper use of the protective shields. Any claim for damages against MYKITA due to injury to life, body or health – irrespective 
of the user or respective counterparty – is prohibited. The manufacture and use of the DIY protective shields is the sole responsibility of the user.


